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We consider the production of a heavy neutrino and its possible signals at the Large Hadron-
electron Collider (LHeC) in the context of an inverse-seesaw model for neutrino mass generation.
The inverse seesaw model extends the Standard Model (SM) particle content by adding two neutral
singlet fermions for each lepton generation. It is a well motivated model in the context of generating
non-zero neutrino masses and mixings. The proposed future LHeC machine presents us with a
particularly interesting possibility to probe such extensions of the SM with new leptons due to the
presence of an electron beam in the initial state. We show that the LHeC will be able to probe
an inverse scenario with much better efficacy compared to the LHC with very nominal integrated
luminosities as well as exploit the advantage of having the electron beam polarized to enhance the
heavy neutrino production rates.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the Higgs boson [1] has been a re-
markable achievement by the experiments running at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which in a profound way
give closure to the predictions within the Standard Model
(SM) picture of particle physics. However, some unan-
swered questions remain which forces us to look beyond
the SM (BSM). One of the intriguing issues that needs
immediate attention is the existence of tiny non-zero neu-
trino masses. Neutrino oscillation data reveals that at
least two of the three light neutrinos of the SM are mas-
sive and also indicates a significant mixing among all the
three neutrino states (for a review, see e.g, [2]). SM,
devoid of any right-handed neutrinos, fails to account
for this particular phenomenological aspect. The simple-
most natural extension of the SM comes in the form of
type-I seesaw mechanism [3] which adds one additional
heavy Majorana neutrino to the SM particle content. As
a consequence of mixing with this heavy neutrino state,
one of the light neutrino gets a non-zero mass at the
tree level. Another neutrino gains non-zero mass at one
loop level, reproducing the neutrino oscillation data per-
fectly. However, the smallness of the neutrino masses
ensure that either the left-right Yukawa coupling is very
small, ∼ 10−6 or the heavy Majorana neutrino mass is
extremely heavy, ∼ 1016 GeV, making the new features
of this model virtually untestable at the present collider
experiments.
Inverse Seesaw [4–6] is a well motivated BSM scenario
from the viewpoint of neutrino mass generation. Ow-
ing to the presence of a very small lepton number vi-
olating parameter, µS ∼ eV which is responsible for
the smallness of the light neutrino masses in the model,
the Yukawa coupling generating the Dirac neutrino mass
term can be quite large (∼ 0.1) even in the presence of
sub TeV heavy neutrino masses in this scenario. This
leads to a plethora of phenomenological implications in
non-supersymmetric [7–15] as well as in supersymmetric
context [16–20]. Two obvious aspects of any neutrino
mass model which can then be probed at the collider
experiments are, production of the additional heavy neu-
trino states and studying the effects of left-right neu-
trino mixing. As the Yukawa couplings are large in the
inverse seesaw model, it is possible to obtain flavour spe-
cific leptonic final states through their production and
subsequent decays. Search for such heavy neutrinos in
this kind of models, at LHC has been discussed in detail
[7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 21–27]. Electron enriched final states
are usually suppressed in the usual models of neutrino
mass generation due to the stringent constraints derived
from the non-observation of neutrinoless double beta de-
cay (0νββ) [12] on the heavy neutrino mixing with νe. In
the inverse seesaw mechanism, however, this constraint is
relaxed due to the extremely small mass splitting between
the heavy neutrinos with opposite CP-properties, form-
ing a quasi-Dirac state owing to a O(eV ) lepton number
violating (LNV) parameter, µS . As a matter of fact,
the smallness of µS forces all the LNV processes to be
suppressed in such scenarios. Therefore, the usual smok-
ing gun LNV signals of heavy Majorana neutrino are not
ideal to look for in inverse seesaw model. However, a
loose 0νββ constraint opens the additional possibility for
an electron enriched final state. Heavy neutrino produc-
tion associated with an electron has been studied at the
LHC in the context of an inverse seesaw model [7]. It
was observed that one expects 5σ statistical significance
over the SM backgrounds for a trilepton signal at the 14
TeV run of LHC with 11 fb−1 integrated luminosity and
degenerate heavy neutrino masses of 100 GeV. It turns
out that the trilepton signal is by far the best channel to
probe the inverse seesaw model at the LHC. However, if
the heavy neutrino states are much more massive, then
these heavier states will be produced with much reduced
rates which in turn affects the sensitivity of probing these
heavy states at the LHC. An alternative search strat-
egy for much heavier states can, in fact be carried out
more efficiently at a different scattering experiment such
as the proposed Large Hadron-Electron Collider (LHeC)
[28, 29] which is the main thrust of this work. To high-
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2light this, we study the heavy neutrino production in the
inverse seesaw model at LHeC and determine its signal
strengths through various leptonic channels.
LHeC would be the next high energy e− p collider af-
ter HERA, supposed to be built at the LHC tunnel. The
design is planned so as to collide an electron beam with
a typical energy range, 60-150 GeV with a 7 TeV proton
beam producing center of mass energy close to 1.3 TeV
at the parton level. It is expected to achieve 100 fb−1
integrated luminosity per year. Lepton number violating
heavy Majorana neutrino signals and other phenomeno-
logical consequences have already been explored in the
context of the e − p colliders [30–35] and future lepton
colliders [36–38]. Note however that LHeC has a distinct
advantage over the LHC for this kind of searches since
the electron in the initial state can be polarised. This
very interesting and important aspect of using the polar-
isation of the initial electron beam to study specific BSM
scenarios at LHeC was first pointed out by us in Ref.[34].
A dominantly polarised (left/right) electron beam could
thereby enhance a new physics signal for specific produc-
tion channels while also affecting the corresponding SM
background, making it an additional tool to explore BSM
physics as was envisaged for linear electron-positron col-
liders. Although for a high energy (∼ 100 GeV) electron
beam it is difficult to maintain a high enough polarisa-
tion, for a 60 GeV beam, polarisation of upto 80% can
be achieved [28]. Such a machine will therefore help de-
termine quite distinctly the nature of specific production
modes of the heavy neutrinos [34].
II. THE MODEL
The SM particle content is extended by the addition
of two fermion singlets to each generation. These two
singlets, N c and S are assigned lepton numbers -1 and
+1 respectively. The extended Lagrangian looks like:
L = abyijν LaiHbN cj +MRijN ci Sj + µSijSiSj , (1)
where µS is a small (∼ eV) lepton number violating
(∆L = 2) parameter. The 9× 9 neutrino mass matrix in
the basis {νL, N c, S} looks like:
Mν =
 0 MD 0MTD 0 MR
0 MTR µS
 , (2)
where, MD = yν v is the Dirac neutrino mass matrix,
v ' 174 GeV being the vacuum expectation value (vev)
of the Higgs field in the SM. Under the approximation,
‖µS‖  ‖MR‖ (where ‖M‖ ≡
√
Tr(M†M)), one can
extract the 3×3 light neutrino mass matrix. Upto leading
order in µS it looks like:
Mν =
[
MDM
T−1
R
]
µS
[
(M−1R )M
T
D
] ≡ FµSFT , (3)
where F = MDM
T−1
R . It is evident from Eq. (3), that the
smallness of neutrino mass here depends on the smallness
of the lepton-number violating parameter µS instead of
the smallness of MD and/or heaviness of MR as in the
canonical type-I seesaw case. Consequently, one can have
a MR below the TeV range even with a comparatively
large Dirac Yukawa coupling, (yν ∼ 0.1). Both MD and
MR can be kept strictly diagonal
1 and the neutrino os-
cillation data can be fit by an off-diagonal µS , where,
µS = F
−1MνFT
−1
(4)
Mν can easily be constructed from the neutrino oscilla-
tion parameters :
Mν = UPMNSM
diag.
ν U
T
PMNS , (5)
where, Mdiag.ν is the diagonal neutrino mass matrix and
UPMNS is the diagonalising unitary Pontecorvo-Maki-
Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix. In order to construct
the UPMNS and M
diag.
ν matrices, We have considered
the most updated neutrino oscillation parameters [39]
obtained from global fit of the experimental data. The
oscillation parameters for normal hierarchy in neutrino
masses as well as the resulting PMNS matrix we used
are presented in Table I.
Parameters Values
sin2θ12 0.304
+0.013
−0.012
sin2θ23 0.452
+0.052
−0.028
sin2θ13 0.0218
+0.001
−0.001
∆m221 eV
2 (7.50+0.19−0.17)× 10−5
∆m232 eV
2 (2.457+0.047−0.047)× 10−3
UPMNS
(
0.825 0.545 0.148
−0.491 0.563 0.665
0.280 −0.621 0.732
)
TABLE I: Three flavor neutrino oscillation data obtained
from global fit for normal hierarchy in neutrino masses as
presented in Ref. [39] and the resulting PMNS matrix.
Once we have Mν in the form of Eq. 5, it can be
plugged back into Eq. 4 to find the µS matrix.
III. HEAVY NEUTRINO SIGNALS
Same sign dilepton signature has been studied exten-
sively in order to probe the possible Majorana nature of
heavy neutrinos and their mixing with the light SM-like
neutrinos. At the LHC, the usual channel that is consid-
ered is pp→W± → `±N , where N subsequently decays
into a lepton associated with on-shell or off-shell W which
1 A diagonal MD is also favoured from the strictly constrained
lepton flavour violating (LFV) decay branching ratios, which get
enhanced rapidly in case it has non-negligible off-diagonal entries.
3then decays hadronically. For Majorana neutrinos, this
results in the same-sign dilepton final state (`±`±jj) with
negligible missing energy. However, cross-section for this
final state is rendered small either by the constrained
Yukawa coupling or heavy Majorana neutrino masses.
Most stringent constraint on these parameters in case of
usual neutrino mass models, e.g. type-I seesaw extended
SM, is derived from the non-observation of neutrinoless
double beta decay (0νββ);
∑
N
VeN
mN
< 5 × 10−8 GeV−1
[12]. Thus, heavy Majorana neutrinos which couple to
the electron are usually neglected at collider experiments
2. However, in the case of inverse seesaw extended SM,
the contribution to 0νββ is extremely small due to the
presence of a small µS as already mentioned. Hence this
particular constraint becomes non-restrictive for electron
channels [7]. Therefore it becomes an imperative chan-
nel to probe an inverse seesaw scenario at a machine like
LHeC where the electron-type heavy neutrino can be di-
rectly produced. Non-observation of any Majorana neu-
trino signal at the LHC so far from di-muon final state
translates into a bound on the light-heavy neutrino mix-
ing parameter, |VµN |2 ∼ 10−2 − 10−1 for heavy neutrino
masses mN=100-300 GeV [42–44].
The special feature of an inverse seesaw extended SM
is that it can simultaneously have a ∼ 100 GeV heavy
Majorana neutrino with ∼ 0.1 Yukawa coupling even af-
ter satisfying neutrino oscillation data. This makes it
particularly interesting phenomenologically. In this arti-
cle, we look into the various possible final states in this
framework in the context of LHeC. The fact that the
LHeC can produce an electron beam that can be highly
polarised upto a certain energy, makes it even more inter-
esting phenomenologically to probe such scenarios. Since
the SM singlet neutrino only mixes with the left-handed
leptons, a dominantly left-polarised electron beam in the
initial state is expected to increase the cross-section sig-
nificantly. Additionally, being an e − p collider, LHeC
will produce much cleaner signals compared to the LHC.
A. Analysis
Here we intend to look into the possible production
modes of the heavy neutrino. The dominant contribu-
tion comes from the channel e p → N j while another
(sub-dominant) contributing process can be identified
as e p → N jW−, where N indicates the heavy right-
handed neutrino states. An inclusive contribution to the
signal also comes from a heavy neutrino mediated pro-
cess given by e p → e− j W−. This may result into final
states consisting of different lepton-jet multiplicity and
2 However, if the light-heavy mixing can be rendered small, as
can be done in presence of some extended symmetry group [40,
41], the 0νββ constraint may be evaded resulting in interesting
phenomenological consequences with the first generation leptons.
missing energy.
In Fig. 1 we show the Nj production channel and sub-
sequent decays of N to give rise to the following possible
final states (at parton-level):
• e+/e− + n-jets (n = 3)
• e±`∓ + n-jets (n = 1) + E/T .
Here, ` represents either an electron or muon in the final
state. This clearly gives the most dominant contribution
q q′
e− Ne
W−
e∓
W±
q/νℓ
q′/ℓ±
FIG. 1: Feynman diagram for the various final states derived
from Nj production channel.
to the signal for a heavy neutrino production. However,
a higher jet- and lepton-multiplicity signal also can arise
from another production mode for N , which is usually
neglected but can in principle also contribute to the sig-
nal rates arising from Nj production. This is shown in
Fig. 2, where the NjW− production channel and sub-
sequent decays of N and W−, give rise to the following
possible final states (at parton-level):
• e+/e− + n-jets (n = 5)
• e∓`− + n-jets (n = 3) + E/T
• e∓`±`− + n-jets (n = 1) + E/T .
q q
e−
e−
W+
W−
Z
νe
Ne
q′/νℓ
q/ℓ−
q′/νℓ
q/ℓ+
FIG. 2: Feynman diagram for the various final states derived
from NjW− production channel.
As one can see that all the channels listed for the NjW−
mode can in principle contribute to the final states arising
from the Nj production mode, where the higher multi-
plicity in jets or leptons can be reduced through mis-
measurements, trigger efficiencies, etc. Finally, an N
4mediated channel (e−jW−), which is at the same order
in coupling as the NjW− process, may also contribute
to the signal which we therefore include in our analysis.
This subprocess is shown in Fig. 3 and gives rise to the
following possible final states (at parton-level) which is
exactly the same as Nj production:
• e± + n-jets (n = 3)
• e±`− + n-jets (n = 1) + E/T .
q q′
e− W−
W±
Ne
e±
q′/νℓ
q/ℓ−
FIG. 3: Feynman diagram for the various final states derived
from e−jW− production channel.
Note that, although we show all the possible final states
arising from the above three production channels, includ-
ing the lepton number violating processes which have ex-
tremely small cross-sections within the framework of in-
verse seesaw model, as already mentioned. Hence among
all the above listed final states we shall ignore the LNV
contributions and only concentrate on the lepton num-
ber conserving ones, which arise in the inverse seesaw
scenario.
We now discuss the production rates in the different
channels both in the context of LHC and LHeC. While
calculating the cross-sections at LHC, we chose the center
of mass energy of 14 TeV which would give the largest
rate for LHC. Note that, at the LHC, both pp → Nj
and pp → NjW− production channels will be absent
since both of them are lepton number violating processes
(∆L = 1), whereas models for Majorana neutrinos al-
low only ∆L = 2 violations. Therefore the dominant
production channel at LHC for the heavy neutrino is
pp → W± → `±N . For LHeC, we have considered a 60-
GeV electron beam colliding with a 7 TeV proton beam.
We compute the cross-section with both polarised3 and
unpolarised electron beams to assess how much the cross-
section may actually differ. We calculate the cross section
for the different production modes of the heavy neutrino
as a function of its mass, shown in Fig. 4. We have
parametrized the heavy-light neutrino mixing term as a
function of the heavy neutrino mass, using the condition
3 Note that, when we mention polarised electron beam , we mean
an electron beam that is 80% left-polarised.
VeN = y
11
ν v/mN where we have fixed y
11
ν = 0.1. Note
that this gives a substantially conservative estimate of
the mixing for heavier masses, as the limits for such mix-
ing is expected to be weaker as the mass mN increases.
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FIG. 4: Production cross-section of Nj, NjW− and e−jW−
at LHeC with and without 80% left-polarised electron beam
along with that of the most dominant production mode of the
heavy neutrinos at the LHC, `N , with varying heavy neutrino
masses. The blue solid and dotted lines represent the varia-
tion of production cross-section in Nj channel with and with-
out the left-polarised electron beam. Likewise, the brown and
the green lines represent the NjW− and e−jW− production
channels respectively. The black (dashed) line corresponds to
the `N production cross-section at the LHC at 14 TeV center
of mass energy.
Fig. 4 shows the variation of the cross-section of the
aforementioned production channels at LHeC. As a com-
parison to what LHC may achieve in terms of produc-
tion rates for such a heavy neutrino, we also show the
variation of the cross-section, σ(pp → `N) which is the
most dominant production channel of the heavy neu-
trino at the LHC 4. The blue, brown and green dotted
lines correspond to the cross-sections at LHeC with an
unpolarised electron beam for Nj, NjW− and e−jW−
production modes respectively. The corresponding solid
lines of same colour show the relative enhancement in
the cross-sections when the electron beam is dominantly
left-polarised (80%). As one can see, the rates improve
by almost a factor of 2 over the entire range of the heavy
4 A competitive production channel takes over this production
mode for heavier neutrino masses above ∼ 600 GeV [9, 27, 45].
5neutrino mass in case of a polarised e− beam. The cross-
section for `N production at the 14 TeV run of LHC,
shown in black (dashed) line in Fig. 4, is quite small
when compared to the Nj production mode at LHeC.
It however does compete in the low mN region with the
LHeC production rates of the significantly sub-dominant
NjW− production. Interestingly, for heavier masses,
LHeC with a polarised electron beam provides a better
rate even in this mode. Note that the e−jW− channel
which was included is unlikely to be of any significance
due to its extremely small cross-section. The large sup-
pression, when compared to the NjW− production can
be understood from the fact that the proton radiates a
W− in the t-channel for e−jW− while a Z boson me-
diates the NjW−. This implies that while the valence
u and d quarks of the proton contribute to the NjW−
production, e−jW− production is only through the va-
lence d quark. Thus, we can safely ignore this production
channel for the rest of our analysis.
We choose to carry out our analysis for two particu-
lar benchmark points to probe one of the several heavy
neutrinos in the model. It is evident from the neutrino
mass matrix in Eq. 2 that µS being a very small parame-
ter, the masses of the heavy neutrino states are dictated
by the choice of the matrix MR. Among the six heavy
neutrino states, there exist three mass degenerate pairs.
We chose to keep the lightest of these heavy neutrino
pairs at sub-TeV mass and make the rest of them very
heavy. For example, we chose MR
11 ' mN=150 GeV
while fixing MR
22=MR
33=1000 GeV. For simplicity, a
diagonal structure for both MR and yν is assumed. As a
consequence, the mN = 150 GeV heavy neutrino states
will only couple to the electron. Accordingly we have
fit the neutrino oscillation data with an off-diagonal µS
which we found can easily accommodate all experimental
results of the neutrino sector. Similarly, another bench-
mark is set with mN = 400 GeV. For our collider anal-
ysis, we keep the mixing VeN for this benchmark to be
the same as that for mN = 150 GeV. Table II shows our
choices of the neutrino sector parameters in order to fit
the neutrino oscillation data. With these choices of the
Parameters BP1 BP2
MR (GeV) (150.0,1000.0,1000.0) (400.0,1000.0,1000.0)
yν (0.1,0.01,0.01) (0.1,0.01,0.01)
µS (keV)
(
0.0003 0.0380 0.0126
0.0380 8.3424 7.1666
0.0126 7.1666 10.1186
) (
0.0020 0.1014 0.0335
0.1014 8.3424 7.1666
0.0335 7.1666 10.1186
)
TABLE II: Choices of the neutrino sector input parameters
MR and yν and the resulting µS matrix from neutrino oscilla-
tion data for our two benchmark points. Note that, in order to
fit the neutrino oscillation data, we consider the experimental
constraints assuming only normal hierarchy among the neu-
trino masses. The corresponding experimental constraints are
taken from Ref. [39].
parameters, we now proceed to study the signal arising
from the production channels NjW and Nj.
The complete model has been implemented in SARAH
(v4.6.0) [46]. The mass spectrum for the inverse see-
saw model has been subsequently generated using SPheno
(v3.3.6) [47] along with the mixing matrices and decay
strengths. We have used MadGraph5@aMCNLO (v2.3.3) [48]
to generate parton level events for the signal and back-
grounds. Subsequent decay, showering and hadronisation
are done using PYTHIA (v6.4.28) [49] whereas a proper
MLM matching procedure has been employed for the multi-
jet final states.
To analyse the signal and background events we use
the following set of selection criteria to isolate the leptons
and jets in the final state:
• Electrons and muons in the final state should have
p`T > 20 GeV,|ηe| < 2.5 and |ηµ| < 2.5.
• Photons are counted if pγT > 10 GeV and |ηγ | < 2.5
as the leptons.
• Leptons should be separated by, ∆R`` > 0.2.
• Leptons and photons should be separated by,
∆R`γ > 0.2.
• For the jets we require pjT > 40 GeV and |ηj | < 2.5.
• Jets should be separated by, ∆Rjj > 0.5.
• Leptons and jets should be separated by, ∆R`j >
0.4.
• Hadronic energy deposition around an isolated lep-
ton must be limited to
∑
pThadron < 0.2× p`T .
As already mentioned, because of the choice of digonal
MR and yν , the N always decays into an e or νe associ-
ated final state. Here we only consider N decaying into
an electron and W . Hence all the possible final states
consist of an electron accompanied by other leptons and
jets. Although the lepton number violating final state
e+ + n-jets derived from both NjW and Nj produc-
tion channels have practically negligible SM background5
their signal cross-section is also highly suppressed due
to the small lepton number violating parameter. Hence
LNV final states are not ideal to probe inverse seesaw sce-
nario. Instead, we concentrate only on the lepton number
conserving final states arising from both the production
5 A recent proposal that electron charge-misidentification (cMID)
can lead to a serious source of background is based on some
presumptive choices of efficiencies, as large as 1% [35] . A re-
cent CMS analysis [50] on LNV signal at LHC clearly give es-
timates of the cMID efficiency (charge-flip) that range between
∼ 3.2× 10−5 − 2.4× 10−4, which practically renders this back-
ground at LHeC negligible. In addition, one expects the LHeC,
with a cleaner environment, would further improve on this cMID
efficiency, putting much doubt that charge misidentification can
possibly be a major source of background for LNV processes
which one needs to worry about [51, 52].
6channels. Apart from the cascade, some additional jets
are expected to appear from the initial and (or) final state
radiation while showering. Hence we chose various final
states consisting of a minimum number of jets that we
expect to come from the cascades itself, depending upon
the leptonic or hadronic decays of the W -boson.
The SM background events were generated for all the
subprocesses that contribute towards the different final
states that we consider for the signal. We have explic-
itly chosen to compute the continuum SM background
where the dominant contributions arise mostly from the
gauge boson mediated t-channel processes. After select-
ing both the signal and background events through the
aforementioned selection criteria, we further put a mini-
mal E/T requirement of 20 GeV on all final states under
consideration.
B. Results
In this section, we present the results of our simula-
tion at two different heavy neutrino masses, mN = 150
GeV and 400 GeV. For the mN = 150 GeV case, we
apply the aforementioned cuts whereas for the heavier
neutrino mass scenario we impose slightly harder cuts
to reduce SM backgrounds more effectively. Note that
for the signal, the electron coming from the decay of the
heavy neutrino would carry a pT depending on the mass
difference ∆M = mN −MW . Thus for a much heavier
neutrino such as mN = 400 GeV, a stronger pT require-
ment on the leading e− would help. This is also evident
from Fig. 5, which shows the above mentioned feature
for our two different mass choices of N . We therefore
 0
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FIG. 5: Transverse momentum of the e− originating from
decaying Ne for mN = 150 GeV and 400 GeV obtained from
the Nj production channel.
demand that the leading electron must have a pT > 100
GeV for the mN = 400 GeV signal. We keep the rest of
the selection criterion same as for the mN = 150 GeV.
We present in Table III, the resulting cross-section for
all the signal channels and also for the corresponding SM
backgrounds whereas in Table IV, we show the required
integrated luminosity to achieve a 3σ excess in the four
final states we have studied at the LHeC. Note that as
the NjW− production cross-section becomes negligibly
small for mN = 400 GeV, we only present the final state
contributions for this benchmark, arising from the Nj
production mode.
mN Final States σ (fb) σ (fb) σ (fb)
(GeV) (NjW) (Nj) (SM)
150 e− + n-jets (n ≥ 3) + E/T 0.36 12.86 38.05
e−`− + n-jets (n ≥ 3) + E/T 0.02 - 0.01
e−`+ + n-jets (n ≥ 1) + E/T 0.68 87.68 24.45
e−`+i `
−
j + n-jets (n ≥ 1) + E/T 0.04 - 0.72
400 e− + n-jets (n ≥ 3) + E/T - 1.42 15.21
e−`+ + n-jets (n ≥ 1) + E/T - 2.20 6.30
TABLE III: Signal cross-sections for various final states ob-
tained from NjW and Nj productions computed for two dif-
ferent heavy neutrino masses. The last column represents
corresponding background cross-sections as obtained from the
SM. Note that, the quoted cross-sections are obtained for dif-
ferent sets of cuts at the two different heavy neutrino masses.
We calculate the statistical significance for the signal
using
S =
√
2×
[
(s+ b)ln(1 +
s
b
)− s
]
, (6)
where, s and b represent the signal and background event
counts respectively, by combining the event rates of both
the production channels Nj and NjW−.
Required luminosity (L)
for S = 3σ (in fb−1)
Final States mN (in GeV)
150 400
e− + n-jets (n ≥ 3) + E/T 2.2 70.0
e−`− + n-jets (n ≥ 3) + E/T 347.3 -
e−`+ + n-jets (n ≥ 1) + E/T 0.05 13.0
e−`+i `
−
j + n-jets (n ≥ 1) + E/T 4.12× 103 -
TABLE IV: An estimate of the required integrated luminosity
to achieve a 3σ statistical significance for each of the four final
states for two different heavy neutrino masses at LHeC.
All the final states are associated with at least one
e− originating from the N decay, irrespective of how the
W ’s have decayed. The rate of the final state e− + n-
jets (n ≥ 3), arising from NjW− production is rather
small due to the small production cross-section, but non-
vanishing for the mN = 150 GeV signal. For the heavier
neutrino mass region, this contribution can be easily ne-
glected. However, the combined rate of this final state
7is reasonably good with bulk of the contribution arising
from the Nj production. Overall, this final state proves
to be a viable one to probe such a scenario at the LHeC
even with low integrated luminosities. This fact is illus-
trated in Table IV, which indicates that a 3σ statistical
significance can be achieved with an integrated luminos-
ity (L) as low as ' 2 fb−1 for the mN = 150 GeV case
while a 5σ signal would require L ' 6 fb−1. For the
mN = 400 GeV case, requirement of harder pT of the
e− reduces the background contribution quite effectively.
However, the signal suffers because of the smallness of the
Nj production cross-section itself. However, this bench-
mark too presents a signal in the excess of 3σ statistical
significance with a slightly higher integrated luminosity
of ' 70 fb−1, as shown in Table IV, while a 5σ signal
would require L ' 200 fb−1. Comparing this with what
the LHC might be able to do for such a mass region,
clearly emphasises how a machine such as LHeC can play
a very crucial role in studying models of neutrino mass
generation, surpassing LHC sensitivities in a very short
span of time.
If the W− in NjW− production mode decays leptoni-
cally, then it can lead to a same-sign dilepton final state
associated with jets and E/T . This final state is charac-
teristic to the NjW− production channel, since the Nj
channel only can give rise to opposite-sign dileption final
states. However, inspite of a much reduced SM back-
ground contribution, the same-sign dilepton final state
is expected to be significant only at a relatively higher
luminosity (∼ 350 fb−1) due to its small signal rate even
at lighter right-handed neutrino masses. On the other
hand, the opposite-sign dilepton final state turns out to
be the most significant channel to search for the heavy
neutrinos at lower mass range at the LHeC. Such final
states may be obtained if W+ originating from the decay
of N , decays leptonically. As evident from Table III, for
mN = 150 GeV, the e
−`+ + n-jets (n ≥ 1) + E/T signal
rate from Nj production channel is larger than the SM
background contribution for our choice of the benchmark
point. The corresponding statistical significance is quite
good indicating the fact that this channel is capable of
probing much smaller values of light-heavy neutrino mix-
ing (|VeN |) as well as signals of much heavier neutrino
mass scenarios. For example when mN = 150 GeV, one
can probe |VeN | ∼ 10−2 with a statistical significance of
3σ using 100 fb−1 integrated luminosity, i.e. just an year
of LHeC running. Note that for such a small value of
mixing, the corresponding LHC reach at its 14 TeV run
becomes practically negligible without the very-high lu-
minosity option. Even for the much heavier mN = 400
GeV case, the required integrated luminosity is reason-
ably small (L ' 13 fb−1) for a 3σ signal at the LHeC,
while L ' 36 fb−1 would give a 5σ discovery, which once
again highlights the importance of such a machine.
Finally, the trilepton final state may arise when the
W ’s in NjW− only decay leptonically. Such a final state
cannot be obtained from the Nj production mode and
hence has a smaller event rate. It can, therefore, be an
option only for the lower mN region. However, in the
vicinity of mN = 150 GeV, although the signal cross-
section is quite small, increased lepton multiplicity leads
to significant reduction in SM background contribution.
This channel, therefore, may be a good complimentary
channel to the discovery channel at very high luminosities
(∼ 4100 fb−1).
Note that LHeC also has a possibility of ramping up
the electron energy to 150 GeV. This invariably leads to
increased rates for both the signal and SM background.
The increased energy option for the electron beam shows
that the signal cross section for the Nj production in-
creases by a factor of ∼ 1.7 for mN = 150 GeV while
the rate improves by a factor of ∼ 3 for mN = 400 GeV.
Thus there can be further improvement in the sensitivity
to heavier neutrino masses at LHeC.
IV. CONCLUSION
To summarise, we have considered an inverse see-
saw extended SM which is a very well motivated model
from the viewpoint of the existence of non-zero neutrino
masses and significant mixing among the neutrino states.
This model is particularly phenomenologically interesting
due to the possibility of having sub-TeV heavy neutrino
states in the model alongwith a O (0.1) Yukawa cou-
pling inducing significant left-right mixing in the neu-
trino states. We have explored the possiblity to detect
the heavy neutrinos of this model in the context of LHeC.
The presence of a left-polarized electron beam at the
LHeC can enhance the production cross-section of the
heavy neutrinos significantly. We have looked at different
possible final states arising from the heavy neutrino pro-
duction through the Nj and NjW− channels and their
corresponding SM backgrounds. We conclude that LHeC
with a polarised electron beam can be very effective to
probe such models. We have also shown that even in the
absence of a polarised electron beam, the Nj produc-
tion mode at the LHeC can be more effective to probe
heavier right-handed neutrino masses or smaller neutrino
Yukawa couplings than at the LHC. We observe that the
e−`+ + n-jets (n ≥ 1) + E/T and e− + n-jets (n ≥ 3)
+ E/T final states are the most promising discovery chan-
nels. In addition to that, for the lighter mN scenario,
e−`+i `
−
j + n-jets (n ≥ 1) + E/T may be a good compli-
mentary channel at higher luminosities. However, one
should note that, the LHeC snsitivity is limited to elec-
tron specific final states and can only probe smaller |VeN |
than LHC. |VµN | may be probed only if sizable mixing
is allowed between the right-handed neutrinos associated
with the first two leptonic generations. However, such
mixing is highly constrained from non-observation of any
lepton flavor violating decays. The flavour specific final
states in such scenarios can help to predict the degree of
flavour violation, if allowed, in such models.
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